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By the death of Emperor Herakleios in AD 641, the armies of Islam had deprived
the eastern Roman Empire of its easternmost provinces, forever changing its
capacity to wage war.1 A paucity of Greek sources and scattered and difficult
eastern materials have led scholars to a tenth-century Byzantine military manual
known by the modern Latin title De Velitatione Bellica.2 This manual contains a
great deal of seemingly plausible advice on how to engage in low-intensity
warfare along the Byzantine-Islamic frontier across the Tauros and Anti-Tauros
Mountains.3 In the opening lines it purports to set down a system of skirmishing
warfare (τὴν τῆς παραδρομῆς μέθοδον) but also claims that in the present it is no
longer relevant since the danger of the Muslim states to the east has been broken.4
The author indicates that these skirmishing tactics are being written down in case
they will be needed in the future.5 De Velitatione has frequently been invoked as a
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description of how Byzantium fought its Muslim neighbors during the so-called
“dark ages” and has recently been examined for its place in the tenth century.
Here I will examine the historical background to De Velitatione’s claims: What
evidence is there for a system of warfare that seeks to defeat the enemy while
avoiding facing them in risky straightforward engagement?
The historical beginning of the sort of tactics described in De Velitatione
has received differing responses. On the one hand, Eric McGeer sees it alongside
other tenth-century military manuals and as a piece that recorded the sort of
tactics developed in response to Sayf ad-Daula’s raiding, whereas Catherine
Holmes raises the possibility that it was a tenth-century piece of propaganda
for the Phokas family.6 On the other hand, John Haldon and Hugh Kennedy
see the tactics as applicable to a much longer period of time.7 While Haldon
and Kennedy give some examples, their argument for this point is brief and a
more systematic examination is needed. Although the material for the annual
campaigns between Byzantium and the Muslim states it bordered is often late,
chronologically problematic, and short on details, the campaigns themselves
deserve more attention than they have been given.8 This short survey will provide
a number of examples to demonstrate that while Byzantine eastern frontier policy
is more complex than a purely defensive guerrilla strategy might suggest, some
evidence does suggest that tactics akin to those in De Velitatione were employed
during the so-called “Byzantine Dark Age.”
Vegetian tactics appeared around the time of the siege of Constantinople
in 717/8. The eighth-century Armenian historian Lewond states that in the year
prior to the siege of Constantinople orders were given for the population to
move into fortresses following the approach of an Arab army.9 Byzantine forces
that responded to the raid were ordered to avoid battle, but when they saw the
Arab host split apart in order to raid the countryside, they could not resist the
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temptation to attack. In this, however, the Byzantine troops were driven back by
Arab ambushes.10 Although this action does not appear in Greek sources, several
of the salient elements of defense as presented in De Velitatione can be seen:
The concern about being ambushed in retaliation, an attempt to take advantage
of the enemy dispersing to raid, and the withdrawing of the population into
fortresses.11 The first Byzantine victory during the siege came with Leo sending
out ships bearing Greek fire against an Arab fleet at anchor in a sheltered bay. He
had received information from Egyptian deserters, took advantage of it to avoid
battle, and hit his enemy when they were unprepared. Around the same time,
concealed Byzantine infantry was able to attack raiding Muslims in northwestern
Asia Minor at Libos and Sophon, forcing the Arabs to limit their activities in the
Asian hinterland of Constantinople.12 Curiously, this sort of warfare is described
as “in the manner of the Mardaites.”13
While campaigns are listed as taking place almost annually, the next mention
of Byzantine resistance is in 731, in which ‘Abd al-Wahhāb b. Bukht is noted as
having been killed after charging into Byzantine forces after a retreat, and in the
following year Byzantine forces advanced against the invading Muslims but were
defeated.14 Only later in the 730s, during an attack on Synnada, does guerrilla
warfare make an explicit appearance. The emir of Melitene, Mālik b. Shabīb, along
with the frontier warrior ‘Abdallāh al-Baṭṭāl are listed as present, allegedly bringing
some 50 000 troops. While encamped at Synnada, Byzantine soldiers surrounded
them on all sides and attacked, with only some 5000 making an escape.15
In an entry dated to 735, al-Tabari reports that two raids departed
that year for Byzantine territory. The leader of one, Sulaymān, departed from
Mesopotamia, and the text says that when he arrived in Byzantine lands he spread
out his raiding parties.16 This is notable for matching a detail in De Velitatione of
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small parties separating out from the larger raid force and thus provides some
support for the manual’s claim to be preserving the past.17
The sources are relatively quiet for the middle years of the eighth century.
Although they are typically taciturn when discussing frontier warfare, the Abbasid
Revolution appears to have limited Muslim campaigning; Constantine V took
advantage of this to dedicate his efforts to fighting the Bulgars and to making
a couple of high-profile attacks on Melitene and Germanikeia. In the late 760s
some further details surface with a Muslim attack on Kamakhon. While this elicits
only a brief acknowledgement in Theophanes, the Chronicle of Zuqnin provides
an extensive siege narrative. Two particularly salient details emerge from Zuqnin’s
account. The first is that the leader of Kamakhon, a certain Sergios, permitted
Syriac Christians to cross the border in search of madder ( )ܐܬܘܦafter catching
some of them.18 This attests both to Roman border intelligence and its limits;
individuals or small groups could evidently cross without detection, but at risk
of capture.19 It also gives a glimpse into frontier life. There may have been an
attempt to create something akin to a hard frontier zone, or at least one that was
regularly monitored, as indicated by the apprehension of those trying to cross
the frontier.20 The Syriac term used by the chronicle is rather elusive but perhaps
points to some degree of transhumance in the region.
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The second interesting item from the chronicle is that during the siege a
group of Arabs departed after the fortress had been besieged and moved into
Byzantine lands to raid. Zuqnin reports that the raiders passed through difficult,
arid, and mountainous terrain in order to avoid detection.21 Although they
suffered privation, the march was successful for the raiders, who then entered
the lands around Kaisareia in Cappadocia, where they apparently found a lack of
resistance and available plunder. Having taken much loot, the Muslims retreated,
encamped in a meadow, and set their horses to pasture but did not adequately
prepare defenses. Zuqnin claims that they believed themselves to already be in
Syria.22 According to Zuqnin, a Roman force allegedly composed of 12 000 cavalry
just happened to stumble upon the encamped Muslim army. The chronicler then
presents a scene in which the unnamed Roman commander cannot believe that
the Muslim force is so vulnerable. Once the commander realizes that the situation
is real he immediately occupies the pass out of the meadow. The Muslims then
begin negotiations and the prisoners and the loot are given up, but during this
time Roman messengers summoned a great army which surrounded the meadow
and made a simultaneous night assault which destroyed the invaders and left only
a few to escape to Melitene.23
A few details from this story raise questions. Zuqnin has no idea where the
Roman army came from, merely that it was marching from a victory. However, no
other Byzantine activity is mentioned in other sources.24 Zuqnin’s information on
the Roman army should be treated carefully. He is able to name the commander in
Kamakhon (Sergios) and two Muslim leaders, Radād and Mālik b. Tawq, but the
Roman general is never named. Given the other information, it seems plausible
that if Zuqnin knew the general’s name he would have included it and that the
story of the general just happening to discover the Muslim force on his way back
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from some unnamed victory is questionable. The other issue is the timing. Zuqnin
explicitly states that the general sent for reinforcements while negotiating with the
Muslims and that the troops that arrived were a substantial body broken into four
divisions. The given figure of the 50 000 men on the raid is probably excessive,
but the 12 000 Byzantine cavalry is not, even if it is rather on the large side.25
Whether significant additional bodies of troops came or not is unknown,
but another course of action is plausible. The Muslims, caught unaware, perhaps
entered negotiations to buy themselves time to get their military equipment in
order and prepare to break out. Presumably this is when the captives and loot
were returned, but whether they were given as a bribe to let the Muslims return
home or whether the precariousness of their position became evident and such
additional baggage would have limited the hard fighting to come is unclear.26 The
Roman commander may have used the negotiations in order to buy time to get
his army in place around the Muslim encampment. While the numbers are not
believable, they are large enough to suggest that significant forces were present
on both sides and that the mountainous terrain likely limited the ability of both
groups in their search for pasturage and supplies. It seems unlikely, then, that
these negotiations were carried out over the course of weeks, but rather a day
or a few days. The surprise arrival of the Muslims in Byzantine territory is a
good explanation for why they do not seem to have been harried in their raiding
around Kaisareia. Forces were assembled during the raid and only encountered
the raiders as they were returning home through the Tauros Mountains.
Once the Roman forces were in position, they attacked. Although this
reconstruction of the battle is hypothetical, the surviving evidence is more
easily reconstructed into an understandable battle than some other more famous
clashes.27 The injunctions that appeared later in De Velitatione seem to have been
25
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closely followed to the extent that this may have been nearly a model response.
Of course, this all assumes that Zuqnin preserves some semblance of reliable
military data. How much shadowing was conducted is unknown, but the Roman
force did manage to assemble with something approaching its full strength at
a point and time where the Muslims were unprepared, suggesting a degree of
coordination and intelligence unless one is inclined to believe Zuqnin’s story that
a battle-ready force just happened to stumble upon the raiders. The Byzantines
also occupied the pass that the Muslims were planning to take on the way out and
they may have held it successfully since those who escaped went eastward rather
than south into Syria.28 The Roman force also seems to have been heavily cavalrybased, something suggested by Phokas in the tenth century as ideal for fighting
on the eastern frontier.29 An effort to recover captives and loot taken is also noted
by both Phokas and Zuqnin.30
The success of these sorts of tactics evidently led to them being attempted
again shortly thereafter. Theophanes reports a Muslim attack on the coastal
fortress of Syke.31 Michael Lachanodrakon, then strategos of the Anatolikon,
joined forces with the Boukellarion, the Armeniakon, and the Kibyrrhaiotai and
blocked the path of the Muslims out. Perhaps having learned from the earlier
defeat, the Muslim general went on the offensive. What exactly he attempted to
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do is obscured by Theophanes’ claim that he attacked the troops of the cavalry
themata (the Kibyrrhaiotai not having joined forces with them) and defeated them,
which then permitted the Muslims to raid and march home unmolested. Several
of the same elements of the previous action are visible here, such as the Byzantine
forces grouping together when they have the advantage to prevent the invaders
from leaving easily and the use of the terrain. That it was ultimately unsuccessful
does not detract from what was broadly a Vegetian guerrilla strategy for dealing
with invaders on the mountainous frontier.
The importance of these passages for understanding Byzantine guerrilla
warfare on the eastern frontier should not be understated. What Zuqnin provides
is apparently the earliest full account of tactics akin to those in De Velitatione
being applied. Notably, it takes place a decade earlier than the commonly
accepted “early” account of guerrilla tactics in the east. Mark Whittow sees the
first evidence of this sort of strategy applied by Leo IV in 778 in a passage in
Theophanes and then goes on to claim that this type of warfare developed into a
sophisticated military doctrine in the ninth and tenth centuries.32 Breccia followed
this despite noting earlier the importance of the Kamakhon raid.33 The case of
the raiding party that left the siege of Kamakhon does point to a sophisticated
defensive system that seems to have already been in place at least by the middle
of the eighth century.
Theophanes’s account of Leo IV’s orders to defend Byzantine territory in
such a manner does require some explanation if the orders were not representative
of a new strategy. Leo ordered his generals to avoid meeting the Arabs in the field
but rather to take parties of around 3000 men to trail the Arab raiding parties
so that the invaders could not raid effectively, while also burning pasturelands
so that the Muslim’s animals would have nothing to eat.34 Other events explain
Leo’s strategy. In the previous year, Leo had sent a major campaign into Syria
which attacked Germanikeia. Although failing to take the fortress, Michael
Lachanodrakon seized the camel herds of the Caliph Mahdī’s uncle and devastated
the surrounding territory.35 Lachanodrakon defeated the raid reported in al-Tabari
32
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for 777/8.36 This failure is attributed to the raid commander’s unwillingness to
listen to his scouts. Ibn Wadhih adds that the Muslims were surrounded and
defeated on this campaign.37 Together this hints at guerrilla tactics and suggests
that Lachanodrakon probably did not engage the raiders directly in a set-piece
battle. These defeats undoubtedly undermined Abbasid prestige and forced Mahdī
to respond with a major campaign against Byzantium.38 Leo may have been wary
about directly engaging a Muslim force sent by the caliph himself, but he may also
have wished to conserve his forces. In 776/7 the ousted Bulgarian khan, Telerig,
arrived in Constantinople amid unrest in the khanate.39 If Leo was intending to
take advantage of this by continuing his father’s campaigns in Bulgaria, he never
did so, but the possibility must have been kept in mind given Constantine V’s
long-standing strategy of breaking the Bulgar state.
Nonetheless, Constantinople must have recognized the danger to the
army and the regime in directly confronting a caliphal raiding army and the
possibility of continuing Byzantine intervention in Bulgarian politics and wisely
chose to avoid any serious risks. Another danger came from inside, from the
most experienced military man in the east. Recent history had seen military
men from the provinces usurping power in Constantinople, with Leo’s own
grandfather taking the throne in 717 and Leo’s father, Constantine, fighting a
rebellious general of the Armeniakon, who actually managed to oust him from
Constantinople.40 Theophanes claims that Lachanodrakon took bribes from the
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Muslims at Germanikeia in order to stave off his assault on the city.41 Perhaps Leo
had to walk carefully around his most able general, who had recently demonstrated
that his loyalty to the regime was an open question, assuming, of course, that
Theophanes’s claim is valid. Should Lachanodrakon’s loyalty have been suspect,
removing him from his post might have been dangerous to Leo, but so might
have been giving him the sort of campaign army necessary to fight Mahdī’s forces.
Ultimately, this theory is entirely based upon one potentially spurious statement
in Theophanes and precedent from earlier in the eighth century, although in this
case Leo did have professional imperial troops (tagmata) that his grandfather and
father did not have to face when attacking Constantinople.42 Another possibility
entirely is that Theophanes’ account is a reflection of an attempt by Leo to achieve
military legitimacy. Like Leo VI with his military works, Constantine VII with his
treatises and harangues, or Herakleios sending dispatches back to Constantinople
from the east, Leo IV could have been giving orders for the purpose of making
his reign known and making his concern for the provinces and the army clear.43
That Theophanes happened to select a communiqué designed for those purposes
that has subsequently been viewed as part of a long-term military strategy is
not impossible nor is the possibility that such a dispatch could have served
both military and political purposes. Nonetheless, the overall picture is one in
which Leo has several convincing reasons not to take the field. This passage in
Theophanes should not be seen as the creation or application of a new strategy
but rather as a specific response to a particular problem that was approached in a
way that made sense in the current political climate in Constantinople.
Despite these examples, good evidence of guerrilla warfare on the
frontier becomes more shadowy than earlier in the eighth century. In 779/80,
41
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Lachanodrakon intercepted and destroyed what is said to have been a large
Muslim raiding party, but no further details are available.44 In the following year,
Eirene deployed the Asian themata to guard the Tauros passes.45 What happened
next is unclear. Theophanes claims that the Muslims attempted to raid and were
defeated, whereas al-Tabari says that no effort was made to force the passes and
the raid returned home.46 This marshalling of the themata was unusual and reflects
the heightened state of war between Constantinople and Baghdad in the late
eighth and early ninth centuries.
In 781/2 Eirene is reported to have sent tagmata to Bane for the purpose of
hindering the movement of Harun al-Rashid’s invaders, which is a clear example
of an attempt to use guerrilla tactics against a superior force.47 An effort may have
been made in 788 to repeat Lachanodrakon’s 779/80 success because forces from
the Opsikion and the Anatolikon were defeated by a Muslim raid at what may
have been Podandos, just beyond the Cilician Gates.48 Presumably the Byzantines
had some intelligence that Harun al-Rashid had ordered a more substantial raid
that year, otherwise it seems unlikely that an important section of the officer
corps of two western themata would have been present in the Tauros Mountains
and brought forces to intercept invaders.
A failed expedition of Constantine VI in 796/7 against the Muslims has
the detail that he desired to bring lightly armed troops (μονοζώνων στρατιωτῶν)
from the themata.49 This may indicate an interest in mountain warfare, although De
Velitatione’s focus is on cavalry as the main operational arm in guerrilla warfare.
From this survey of the eighth century, Byzantium was no stranger to
guerrilla tactics in its fight against the Muslims. Such things appear as early as
the siege of Constantinople in 717/18. The raid that broke off from the siege
of Kamakhon is notable for its rather close adherence to tactics that were only
written down two centuries later in De Velitatione. This is important, since it lends
credence to the manual’s own claim that it preserves a manner of fighting from
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a past time. It also helps to situate the manual more fully in scholarly opinion.
McGeer’s placement of De Velitatione in the corpus is thus revealed to be both
correct and in need of a minor qualification – De Velitatione may well refer to the
defensive sort of warfare practiced against Sayf ad-Dawla, but it also refers to a
style of war going back centuries. A study of the eighth-century campaigns also
reveals that Whittow’s claim that the passage in Theophanes referring to Leo IV’s
strategy against the Arabs as the first clear evidence of guerrilla strategy in the east
is not accurate. The raid that broke off from the siege of Kamakhon predated
that by a decade and seems to preserve a believable case of guerrilla tactics. A
full study of the eighth-century campaigns is still needed, but this short article
fills in gaps in the oft-cited article by Haldon and Kennedy in which they assert
the practicality and reality of De Velitatione but cover too large a chronological
frame to devote attention to specific campaign detail. Guerrilla tactics appear
to have been employed at a level no less sophisticated than those put forth by
De Velitatione in the tenth century, vindicating the claim in the handbook that it
preserves the past.
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